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García Trucking gets clients moving toward success
BY MARIO BELAVAL DÍAZ

G

arcía Trucking’s success throughout its 40
years as the largest trucking company in
Puerto Rico is the result of the firm’s ability to
expand and diversify according to market changes
and client needs. Still, one constant element has
driven this success: unmatchable one-stop-shop
service that serves all types of clients.
“With us there is no need to pick a company here
and another there for different services, because
we provide transportation, moving, storage and
rigging solutions with total quality service and
dedication,” said Anthony Rodríguez, sales manager at García Trucking Service Inc. (GTS), adding that the Carolina-based company moves some
300 containers a day. “I can safely say there is no
other company in Puerto Rico that can offer the
wide range of services that we provide, combined
with tailor-made solutions that fit client needs,

which is why the largest companies in Puerto
Rico join us as our clients.”
GTS’ client roster is an impressive list of businesses and enterprises that provide essential services to move the local economy and satisfy the
needs of all who call Puerto Rico home, such as
pharmaceutical companies, food & beverage distributors, petroleum companies and other multinational and local firms. GTS is also the largest
military agent in Puerto Rico, representing 62
military carriers and handling more than half the
moving jobs for military personnel on the island.
The firm has a state-of-the-art fleet of more than
100 vehicles that take on heavy hauling, refrigerated cargo, dry containers, machinery, hazardous
material, oversize loads and much more.
“The vehicles are also equipped with global positioning system, giving us the capability to monitor
not only the locations but also the speed, direction
of movement, safe driving and many other aspects

of the entire fleet,” Rodríguez said. “That allows
us to really run and move our clients’ cargo in a
coordinated, efficient manner, following it in every
step of the journey, from start to finish.”
GTS’ available rental equipment includes dry
& refrigerated containers, tilt-bed trucks, tractors,
flatbed trailers, low-bed trailers and vans, as well
as air-ride trucks, tractors and containers.
Another area where GTS has taken the lead in
the industry is expert rigging services. In fact, as
a member of the Specialized Carriers & Rigging
Association and American Moving & Storage
Association, GTS stands out and ahead of the competition in providing solutions such as complete
industrial-machinery installations, plant relocations, hauling and heavy hoisting services. Add
GTS’ cleanroom certification and expert skills in
handling such medical equipment as CT (computed
tomography) scanners, MRI (magnetic resonance
imaging) machines and other X-ray equipment. n

